ELECTROSHOCK RED

ELECTROSHOCK ORANGE

ELECTROSHOCK PINK

ELECTROSHOCK YELLOW

COLORS SHOWN MAY SLIGHTLY DIFFER FROM ACTUAL PAINT COLOR,
PLEASE REFER TO PANTONE SWATCHES FOR MORE ACCURATE COLOR MATCHING

SAFETY DATA SHEETS : ALPHA6CORPORATION.COM/SDS

Professional paint and custom tools for artists and
craftsmen in the Pinstriping, Sign Painting, and Graphic
Arts fields.
It is our mission to honor artists in the graphic arts
medias by creating tools and paints that will help them
to succeed. By utilizing our fantastic team of artists,
and listening to the feedback from our customers, we
continually ensure the high quality of our current
products, as well as develop new ones, to keep up
with the changing needs of our customers and retailers.
DIRECTIONS: For brush and roller application only. Reduce
with AlphaSol Reducers as needed, clean tools with mineral
spirits or high quality reducers. For use on metal, wood,
leather, glass, vinyl, brick or stone. Professional Use only.

PMS - 655 C
MEYER’S DARK BLUE

PMS - 3506 C
ALPHA BLUE

PMS - 2383 C
LIGHT BLUE

PMS - 231 C
LIZZIE’S LT TEAL

PMS - 2273 C
DARK TEAL

PMS - 2237 C
BRIGHT TEAL

PMS - 2905 C
BLUEBERRY SHERBET

PMS - Black 3 C
DARK OLIVE

PMS - 7770 C
ARMY GREEN

PMS - 7726 C
HOT ROD GREEN

PMS - 2424 C
MONSTER GREEN

PMS - 2299 C
DORr’S GREEN

PMS - 344 C
MINT GREEN

PMS - 7508 C

PMS - 521 C
VIOLET

PMS - 701 C
BLACKBERRY SHERBET

PMS - 476 C
CHOCOLATE BROWN

PMS - 7549 C
DARK YELLOW

PMS - 202 C
ALPHA DARK RED

PMS - 200 C
ALPHA RED

PMS - 110 C
IMITATION GOLD

PMS - 460 C
LEMON SHERBET

PMS - 2029 C
HOT PINK

PMS - 701 C
RASPBERRY SHERBET

PMS - 7405 C
ALPHA YELLOW

PMS - 113 C
LIQUID SUNSHINE

PMS - 1665 C
BLOOD ORANGE

PMS - 166 C
VERMILION

METALLIC SILVER

PMS - 3564 C
ALPHA ORANGE

PMS - 1485 C
ORANGE SHERBET

TAN

ALPHA6CORPORATION.COM

METALLIC GOLD

COLOR GUIDE

MCKEAG’S BLACK

FLAT BLACK
PMS - 423 C
ALPHA GRAY

ALPHA WHITE

PMS - 11 C
SPEED METAL GRAY
PMS - 7401 C
ALPHA IVORY
PMS - 273 C
ALPHA PURPLE

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

CAN I USE MINERAL SPIRITS WITH IT?

Alphanamel is scientifically formulated, mixed,
and bottled in Detroit, MI. Alphanamel is
formulated with ground pigments rather than
dyes in order to be more opaque to ensure
one stroke coverage, more durable, a higher
gloss finish, decreased dry times, and to
eliminate brush strokes.
We strive for constant improvement to ensure
that Alphanamel not only ranks as the best
lettering enamel on the market, but that it
stays that way. Since we are an artist owned
company, we are able to cut any red tape in
the way of ensuring that every batch produced
is properly tested and any necessary
adjustments are made prior to release to
ensure the quality of our paint at the absolute
highest it can be.

While mineral spirits is great as a cleaning
solvent, We don’t recommend mineral spirits
as a reducer with any enamels, as over the
years the chemical composition of mineral
spirits has changed, and it can cause your
finished product to look dull or flattened. It
can also contribute to paint issues like
chipping, drying too fast, over-thinning, and
cause problems with adhesion to surfaces.

WHAT KIND OF PAINT IS ALPHANAMEL?

Alphanamel is a highly pigmented oil based
lettering and pinstriping enamel. We use
professional quality ground pigments and
carriers in our paints to ensure that our paints
are incredibly durable, highly pigmented, and
provide the best possible coverage in the
market.
HOW DO I REDUCE ALPHANAMEL?

We recommend using our Alphasol Reducers
(We have Hi-Temp and Low-Temp options!),
VM&P Naptha, High Quality Turps, or
Professional quality reducers to thin our
enamels.

CAN I CLEAR OVER ALPHANAMEL?
Absolutely!
Like any other enamel based paint, it’s best to
use an oil based clear, but if you’re painting on
cars and motorcycles, or prefer a urethane
based clear, we recommend that you add a
few drops of our AlphaRock 2000 Hardener to
your reducer while working with the paint,
allowing it to cure for 48 hours, and then
doing 2-3 light “dust coats” of your urethane
clear before laying it on heavy. This will
greatly reduce the risk of lifting (or wrinkles) in
your artwork due to using urethane over
enamel.
WHAT ABOUT LONGEVITY & DURABILITY?

Alphanamel has been environment-tested to
have an 8-10 year longevity when used
properly (proper prepping procedures and
correct reducers) in outdoor applications, and
is permanent in indoor applications.

TIPS FOR USE
GENERAL TIPS:
Shake bottles thoroughly before use. Each
bottle has rattlers included to help mix the
paint, similar to using spray paint cans.
METALLICS: High pigment loads of metallic
paint causes separation and settling. This is
completely normal, and is consistent with ALL
oil based metallic paint. Make sure to mix
with a popsicle stick before using. After time,
metallics build up at the bottom of the bottle,
and will not break up
by shaking alone.
ELECTROSHOCK NEONS: Electroshock
colors will dry matte. This is consistent with
ALL oil based neon paints in the industry.
Mixing a few drops of AlphaKlear per ounce
prior to use will increase gloss level.
STILL HAVE QUESTIONS?
E-mail Us:
GAIL@ALPHA6CORPORATION.COM
FIND US ON INSTAGRAM
@ALPHA6CORPORATION
ALPHA6CORPORATION.COM

